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another rpg that you can play offline is final fantasy x-2. this game is all about
creating your own story as you make your own choices along the way. youre
able to play as a ranger, a dragoon, a mage, or even a dark knight. all of the
characters have different and unique weapons, and you can customize your

character with hundreds of different items. theres a gear-based skill and
talent system, as well as a crystal and mythstone crafting system that gives
you even more control over armor and weapon options. the game has plenty
of content for playing offline. there are actually three acts to the game, each
with its own boss to defeat in order to progress to the next act. youll venture
through dozens of different environments, and face all sorts of enemies, and
in masses, too. theres a pet system, where you can choose and customize a
friend to take with you on your journey! when you get tired of playing offline

and alone, when youre around a wifi or cellular connection, you can choose to
go online and play on multiplayer. one of the best fantasy role-playing games
around, dragon quest viii for android is all about the good versus evil struggle

between the forces of good and evil. you can create and customize your
character with hundreds of different weapons, armor, and accessories. theres
also plenty of content for playing offline. there are actually six acts in total,

with the first one containing the game epilogue. youll venture through dozens
of different environments, and face all sorts of enemies, and in masses, too.
theres a pet system, where you can choose and customize a friend to take
with you on your journey! when you get tired of playing offline and alone,

when youre around a wifi or cellular connection, you can choose to go online
and play on multiplayer.
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beats antiques, your
typical run-of-the-mill
yet charming puzzle
game, will get you
immersed in the

charming and puzzle-
filled world of beat
antiques. the game

starts out fairly simple,
but with every puzzle

you complete, youll be
able to unlock higher
difficulty levels, and

ultimately upgrade your
character. while you
dont need to play the
game online to unlock
new content, you can

definitely play the game
offline, but when you
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do, you can take
advantage of the fast-
paced and addictive

gameplay. beats
antiques uses a system
of arrow keys and a, d,
w, s keys to move your
character around and

interact with your
environment. youll be
able to break objects

and use them to
complete your puzzles;
however, youll be able
to add more items to
your inventory as you
level up and progress

through the game. beat
antiques has a charm
that is well-suited for
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those who want a short,
yet fun puzzle game.

papai: crazy adventure
is a puzzle game with a

touch of adventure
elements that will keep

you engrossed and
coming back for more.
instead of taking on a
series of interrelated
quests, the game is

completely linear. youll
be transported to a

world where you can
either choose to play as

the male or female
protagonist. theres also

a huge emphasis on
hand-drawn graphics,
which really make the
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game a treat to look at.
youll be able to move

your character using the
arrow keys, but you also
have to use the stylus to

get in touch with the
environment and

interact with objects.
the game features a

single player mode, but
you can play the game
online. the fact that you

can play the game in
offline mode and then

take advantage of
online play makes the
game a breeze to play

as a casual puzzle
gamer. some players

may feel that the game
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is somewhat short, but
the amount of content

in papai: crazy
adventure will keep you

wanting more. it also
has a very good replay
value factor, which is

perfect for puzzle fans.
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